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Abstract 
Kinber, E.B., On complete sets of samples for generalized regular expressions, Theoretical 
Computer Science 91 (1991) 101-117. 
The language of generalized regular expressions introduced by Brazma and Kinber [4] is a 
convenient tool for inductive formalization of sample computations. The decidability of the 
equivalence problem was proved and some other questions were investigated for this language 
in [4]. The following problem is important for the synthesis and is investigated in this paper: is 
it possible to specify an arbitrary class of equivalent programs by a finite set of samples. A positive 
answer to this question is obtained for a stronger equivalence relation when the equivalence 
implies a similarity of program structures. 
Introduction 
In recent years several methods for inductive synthesis of programs from sample 
computations based on identification of fragments of arithmetical progressions in 
samples have been developed (see, e.g. [l, 2,3]). For instance, the method in [I], 
given a sufficiently long sample computation, is able to synthesize a program for 
the bubble-sort algorithm. Sample computations used by the synthesis algorithm 
explain the behavior of the program in a natural way and reflect actions of assignment 
operators, conditional and loop operators, basically in an implicit way. 
Generalized regular expressions (g.r.e.) based on a natural intake of natural 
numbers and assignment operators into ordinary regular expressions are proposed 
to handle the synthesis problem for algorithms with branching in a loop, for example, 
the standard sort-merge (none of the methods in [l, 2,3] is suitable for the sort- 
merge). Kleene star and union in g.r.e. stand for the loop WHILE(D,) DO(Q), 
the conditional statement IF( 0,) THEN( D,) ELSE( 03) and CASE. They are more 
convenient from the synthesis point of view, since no syntactical algorithm is able 
to infer logical condition D, and operator D2 exactly. For example, an explanation 
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of the sort-merge can begin with 
a(l)Gb(l)? suppose yes; a(l)+c(l); 
a(2) s b(l)? suppose yes; b(1) + c(2); 
or with 
a(l)< b(l)Y; c(l):= a(l); 
a(2)< b(l)N; c(2):= b(1). 
Here the choice of a language is dependent on a user. Any syntactical synthesis 
method hardly can differentiate between logical condition and operator in this 
situation. However, given a fragment of computation connected with an arithmetical 
progression, a synthesis algorithm is able to synthesize a WHILE-loop in some 
general form, where D, and D2 are not separated. Then one can separate D, and 
D, interpreting the loop in a certain way. 
An important problem for the syntactical inductive synthesis is how many sample 
computations specify a given g.r.e. A way to handle the problem could be the 
following: given a g.r.e., using the decidability of the equivalence problem for g.r.e.-s 
([4]), find some g.r.e. “canonical” for the whole equivalence class, and then take 
any code of the “canonical” g.r.e. (it is assumed that a one-one computable coding 
of all g.r.e.-s is given). However, no estimate is ‘obtained in [4] for the algorithm 
that solves the equivalence problem; therefore, there is no estimate for lengths and 
numbers of samples sufficient for checking the equivalence. Hence, one cannot 
obtain the necessary upper bound for the number of samples in this way. A different 
method of solving the problem is proposed in the paper: a “direct” construction of 
a necessary finite set of samples reflecting the structure of a program. 
The paper continues in the sense of [4]. However, for the sake of completeness, 
we give the main definitions and a g.r.e. for the short-merge algorithm as an 
illustration. 
1. The definition of a g.r.e. 
Let A’ be a finite set, N denote the set of all natural numbers (including 0), and 
A=A’uN Let X={x,y,m . . . . z} be a finite set (of variables), and An X = 0. Let 
OP contain the following symbols of operations: * (iteration), u (union), + (plus), 
:= (assignment), brackets [, 1, (, ) and comma , . We assume also that OPn 
(AuX)=0. 
Expressions x, x + c, x+, x++ c for any c E N and a fixed x E X are called x-atoms 
(sometimes, simply, atoms). 
1.1. The definition of the frame of a g.r.e. (jIg.r.e.) 
(1) If a E A then A is an f.g.r.e. 
(2) If p is an atom then p is an f.g.r.e. 
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(3) If P and R are f.g.r.e.‘s then (P)* and PR are f.g.r.e.‘s. 
(4) IfPi, pz,..., Pk are f.g.r.e.‘s then (P,) u (PJ u . . . u (Pk) is an f.g.r.e. 
(5) If P is an f.g.r.e., x1, . . , xk E X and CL,, . . . , pk are atoms then 
(x, := /A,). . . ) xk := pk)( P) is an f.g.r.e. 
(6) No other word is an f.g.r.e. 
1.2. The dejinition of an jIg.r.e. 
If P is an f.g.r.e., x,, x2,. . . , xk are all variables occurring in P, c,, . . . , ck E N then 
(x, := c,,x2:=c2 )...) & := ck)(P) is a g.r.e. 
Remark 1. Our definition formally differs slightly (but not essentially) from the 
definition in [4]. 
Remark 2. To differentiate between catenations of two numbers, say, 5 and 8 from 
the number 58, it is convenient to underline the last one: 3. 
Examples of g.r.e.-s. 1 
P: (x := O)( ax+)*,; 
P: (x := 0, y := O)( (ax+) u (by+))*, 
P: (x:=O,y:=O, z:=o, u:=o)((ax+yz+)u(bxy+z+))*(u:= z)(cu+)*, 
P: (X:=O,y:=O)((y:=x+)(ax[y++1])*)*. 
Following [4], we restrict further the class of g.r.e.-s by the following condition: 
a g.r.e. contains no expression 
((91)u(9*)u...u(Qz))“, 
where at least one Qi contains only assignments x := p. 
Let ?? denote the class of all g.r.e.-s (satisfying the above restriction). Further we 
call g.r.e.-s simply programs. 
The following program for the standard sort-merge algorithm that merges arrays 
a and b to an array c, evidently, is in 9. 
(x := 0, y := 0, z := 0 j 
((a([~+ 11) s b(b + II)? yes, 
then a(~‘) + c(z’);) 
u(a([x+l])<b([y+l])? no, - - 
then a(~‘) + c(z+);))* 
((a(~+)< QY + I])? yes, then a(x) + c(z’); - - 
if a(~+) = A, then (b(y+)+ c[z+~;)* if b(y+) = A, 
then STOP) u (a<[~ + 11, G b(y’)? no,- - 
then b(y) + c(z’); if b(y+) = A, then 
(a[~+) -+ c[z+i;)’ if a[;+,-= A, then STOP)). 
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(It is assumed that symbols a, b, c, ?, STOP, underlined symbols I, 1, and English 
words are in A.) 
2. The definition of samples 
We define a notion of a value of a program PE 9. First, for any expression B 
over the alphabet Au X u OP let X(B) denote the set of variables occurring in B. 
Contrary to [4], where a value of a program is defined directly, we first define 
values of intermediate “unfoldments” of programs (when some loops’ are not 
unfolded). These intermediate values are necessary for the proof of the main result. 
Let P be any program in 9”, We replace every expression 
by any of the expressions Q,, 1 s is n. The expression PC” we have obtained is said 
to be a O-unfoldment of the program P. 
Now we define a value of the O-unfoldment PC” of P or, simply, O-value u(‘)(P) 
as follows. Obviously, PC” can be represented in a form 
AoB,A, . . . B,A,, 
where Bi, 1 s i G m, are expressions of the form (R)“, and A,, 0~ is m, contain no 
symbol *. Let us fix any variable x in P. Let B,, , Bjz, . . . , B,, be all Bi containing x. 
We divide the sequence of words Ao, A,, . . , A, to fragments 
Ao,Al,...,Aj,~~, 
A,, 9 AjI+, 2 . .) A,>-, 2 
Ai,, A,“+, 3 . . . 3 Am. 
Then, for every fragment 
(2.1) 
we enumerate all occurrences of x in this fragment (from the left to the right) by 
numbers 1, 2,. . . . Thus, if the fragment (for x) is 
then we obtain 
(x (,):=O, z:=~)(x(,,:= z+)(uz+)*bxc,, b[x&+t]. 
Similarly, all symbols of variables on PC” are enumerated for every x. 
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Now, for any variable x in PC” and any fragment Ajp, . . . , Ajp+,-l, we will define 
the value v(xCij) of the x’s ith occurrence in the fragment as follows. 
Let i = 1. Then: 
(a) if xc,) is not the left part of any expression xC1):= P, then v(x(,)) =x and 
0(x&, =x+; 
(b) otherwise: 
(bl) if /1 is an x-atom then zl(xC1)) =x; 
(b2) if p = c E N then v(x(,)) = c; 
(b3) if p is a y-atom for y # x, and y has no number (i.e. x(r) := P occurs in a 
loop (S)* containing y’) then u(x~,)) =x; 
(b4) if p is a y-atom for y # x and y has a number then 
u(x[r)) = u(y( j)) + c if p = [Y(,,+ cl, 
u(~,,J=~(y~,,)+c+l ifp=[~t,,+cl. 
Now let i > 1. Then 
(c) if xCij is not the left part of an expression xCi):= I_L then 
(cl) if xc,) does not occur in the right side of the expression x(,_,) := p then 
V(xC;)) = z)(x(i-ll), u(x,,)) = u(xci-l))+ l; 
(~2) if xCij occurs in xCi-,):= p., then, for i = 2, 
u(xCi)) = x(i), 4x;,, = xc, 3 
and for i > 2, 
uCx(i)) = uCxci-2)), u(x~)) = uCxci-2)) + l; 
(4 if xc,) is the left part of an expression xCiJ := p, then 
(dl) if p = c E N then v(xC,,) = c; 
(d2) if p is a y-atom, and y has no number then a(Xci)) =x; 
(d3) if p is a y-atom and y has a number then 
u(xCi)) = u(YC;l) + c if P = [YW + cl, 
u(xCi)) = u(yCj,)+c+l if p =[y&,+c]. 
Now, for every variable x in PC” and every sequence 
Aj,,, . . .y Aj,,+,-lp (2.3) 
if p # r (see (2.1)) we replace all xc,) and XL, in (2.3) (but in the left part of the 
rightmost operator xc,):= p) by u(xCij) and u(xE,), respectively. 
All xc,) and x& in Ajr, . . . , A, are replaced by u(xC,,) and v(x;I,), respectively. 
Further, we replace every atom [v(y) + c] (or [ u(y’) + c]) by the number u(y) + c E 
N (u(y)+ cf 1, respectively). Then we delete all expressions c:= c, for CE N. The 
expression u”‘(P) we have obtained is called a O-value of the program l? 
Thus, for the program (2.2), when variables are replaced by values, we obtain 
(O:=O,z:=2)(3:=3)(az+)* b3 b[4+4], 
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Computing values in the square brackets and deleting the expressions 0 := 0 and 
3 := 3, we obtain a O-value 
(z:=2)(az+)* b 3 b 8. 
Further, let a k-value v = U(~)(P) of the program P be already defined. If * does 
not occur in V, v is said to be a sample computation or, simply, a sample of the 
program P. 
If u contains * then we apply the following l-unfoldment operation to ZL Replace 
every expression (R)” in v that is not a fragment of any other similar expression 
by an expression 
for some k E N. Further, replace in the obtained expression every expression 
((Q,)U(QZ)U.. .u(On)) 
that is not a fragment of any expression (S)” by one of Q, , Q2, . . . , Q,, . 
We denote the expression obtained by u and call it l-unfoldment of Y. Now we 
compute the value of u following rules defined for the O-unfoldment of P. The 
expression we have obtained is called a (k+ 1)-value of the program l? 
Thus, the expression 
obtained from the l-unfoldment 
(z:= z)az+uz+uz+uz+uz+b 3 b 
of the program P is a l-value (and, at the same time, a sample) of (2.2). The reader 
can find other examples in [4]. 
For any program P E ?? and k E N not smaller than the loop depth of P (defined 
in an evident way), let v,(P) denote the set of k-values of P, and V(P) stands for 
the set of all samples of P. 
The notion of a k-value of PE 9’ can be defined in a slightly different way, if 
k-unfoldment of P is defined as follows. We unfold the outermost loops in P with 
the depth <n - k; the expression p we have obtained is called a k-unfoldment of 
l? Now, computing the O-value of p, we obtain a k-value of P. It is not difficult to 
check that these two definitions are equivalent. Now, we call a k-unfoldment of P 
complete if it contains no loop. 
The equivalence notion can be naturally defined for programs in 9: 
P= Q iff V(P) = V(Q). 
An expression R E V,(P) is not a program in the general case, since it does not 
contain assignments of constants to variables in the beginning. However, we can 
define (1,2,. . .)-values for expressions of this kind, since, as is not difficult to see, 
some sequence 
x,:=c, x,:=p I,..., xk:=,&_,, 
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where every pi is an x,-atom and xk = x, occurs in R before any occurrence of x+. 
So we will further consider sets Vk( R) for arbitrary n-values of programs in 9, and, 
in particular, also sets V(R). Thus, we can consider the equivalence of k-values of 
programs. It can be easily shown that 
v,+,(p)= u v,(R). 
Rt V,,(P) 
Now let PO be an arbitrary dlass of programs. We define the necessary notion of 
a complete set of samples for programs P E PO. 
Definition 2.1. Let F be a mapping that maps every program P E 9”. to a set 
F(P) E V(P). The set F(P) is said to be complete for program P E PO if for every 
PIE go 
(F(P) = F(P’)) @ (PEP’). 
Given a class P, one can easily construct a very simple mapping F that maps 
P E 9 to a finite set satisfying the following condition: 
VP, P’((F(P)= F(P’)) a (P= P’)). 
This mapping is based on a natural coding of programs P E 9’ by natural members 
(Harju (Turku) pointed out the possibility of this construction to the author). 
However, mappings F are essential that map many equivalent (but not equal) 
programs to equal finite sets; corresponding sets F(P) should essentially reflect the 
structure of programs in this case. Sets of samples just of this kind could be useful 
for effective program synthesis. We construct a mapping F of this kind below. 
It would be nice, of course, to have an effective mapping F constructing finite 
sets F(P) satisfying the condition 
VP, P’((F(P)= F(P’)) @ ((P-P’)). 
These sets could be used as tests allowing us to solve effectively important equivalence 
problems for programs P E 9’. However, taking into account the complexity of the 
proof below, the problem whether a mapping of this kind exists seems to be quite 
complicated. 
3. Indecomposable and similar programs 
It will be useful below to represent programs P E 9 in a natural “standard” form. 
First, for all programs and k-values, we transform expressions (R)* to 
((QJ u * . .u (On))“, (3.1) 
where Qi, 1 s is n, contain u only in fragments (R)*. Obviously, it can be done 
easily. The program (or the k-value) we obtain is equivalent to the initial one. For 
example, 
(S(( T,)‘u (T*)*))* 
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is replaced by 
(S( T,)” u (S( Tz)*))*. 
We also replace all expressions 
((9,)*(92)*. . . (On)*)* 
in programs by (3.1) (“decreasing” the loop depth of a program). Of course, this 
transformation also notes violate equivalence. 
Definition 3.1. A program P E 9 is called indecomposable iff it cannot be represented 
in a form 
(Xi := C,) . . . ) ~k~=ck~~~p,~~~p2~u’~~u~p,~~ 
for m>l. 
Definition 3.2. Let P and P’ be indecomposable programs. We call P and P’ similar 
iff there is a one-one correspondence cp between the loops (T)* in P and P’ and 
between the fragments in P and P’ containing no loop such that 
(i) if P is equal to 
A&A,. . . &,,A,,,, (3.2) 
where Bi, 1 G is m, are loops and Ai, 0 s is m, contain no loop, then P’ is 
cp(&)cp(&)cp(A,) . . . d&M&); 
(ii) if 
B=((Q,)u(Q,)u...u(Q,))” 
is a loop in P then 
V(B) = ((cp(Q1)) u ((P(G)) u. . * u (da)))* 
and if Qi is equal to an expression (3.2) then cp(Qi) is equal to (3.3); 
(iii) evidently, a full unfoldment cp(P) of the program P corresponds to every 
full unfoldment P; for every full unfoldment p and P’, 
(V(P) = u(P)) =9 (P’= q(P)). 
In other words, programs are similar if they have a similar structure, and equal 
values of programs can correspond only to structurally similar unfoldments. 
For instance, the programs P,=(x:=O)(ax+[x+l]) and PZ=(x:=O)(a[x+l]x 
[x+-C 11) are similar and equivalent, and P, and PX = (x := O)(ax[x’+ 11) are similar, 
but inequivalent. 
Similar programs have similar structures; however, it is not so easy to check 
equivalence for them, since assignment operators can be “scattered” in similar 
programs arbitrarily. The mapping F defined below shows, however, that it is 
possible to check equivalence of similar programs on finite sets of samples. 
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4. Complete finite sets of samples 
Let C E N and PC is a class of similar programs P E 9 having the number of 
variables n(P) s C. 
Theorem 4.1. There is an efective mapping F that maps every program P E PC to a 
jinite complete set of samples. 
Proof. Let us fix any program P E gc. Let R be an arbitrary k-value of P. Briefly, 
the idea of the necessary mapping P can be described as follows. Let some finite 
set Fk( P) of k-values of P be already defined. Let Fk be the subset of Fk( P) such 
that l-values exist for SE Fk (i.e. elements v E Fk( P)\& are not elements of V(P)). 
For every R E Fk a finite set F,+,(R) of l-values of R is to be constructed. Then 
we set 
F,c+l(P) !zf u K+,(R). 
RE& 
Thus let the set F, be defined and SE Fk, In view of the above assumption, we 
can reckon that symbols occur in S only in loops. Hence S, evidently, can be 
represented in a form 
A0B,A,B2A,. . . B,A,, (4.1) 
where all fragments Bi, 1 G i G m, are loops and Ai, 0 < i 6 m, contain no symbol *. 
Let an arbitrary B,, 1 G t G m, be an expression 
((Q:) u. . . u (QL,))“. 
Then Fk+l(S) stands for the set of O-values of all l-unfoldments S of the form 
A,D,A, . . . D,A,, (4.2) 
where for every i, 1 s is m, D, is one of the words (possibly, empty) 
Q:,Q;, . . . Q:,, 
for Q~,E{Q:,..., QL,}, 1s rsp,, and 
p$(((c+l)*)!)!+l. 
Hence we have defined the finite set Fk+,(S) and, therefore, Fk+l(P). Note that 
elements u E Fkfl(S) do not contain symbols u outside loops (T)*. 
Now we set 
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Let P, P’ be two arbitrary programs in PC, and cp is a mapping specifying the 
similarity of P and P’. It is obvious that, for every k, cp maps every k-unfoldment 
S of P to a k-unfoldment S’ of P’. Note also that 
(SE K(P)) @ (9(S) E K(P’)) 
follows from the definition of the sets F,(P) and F,(P’). 
It follows easily from the definitions of the similarity and sets Fk that 
(PEP’) + (F(P)= F(P’)). 
So we only need to prove 
(F(P)=F(P’)) 3 (P=P’). 
The following lemma is basic in our proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Let, for some k E N and every SE Fk+l(P) and q(S) E &+,(P’), 
s= q(S). (4.3) 
Then (4.3) holds also for every SE F,(P) and p(S) E F,(P’). 
Proof. Let S E Fk( P) be of the form (4.1), and for every t E (1, . . . , m}, 
S, = A& . . . &A,. 
Now let 
S’= q(S) = A@;. . . &,,A>, 
where Bi and Ai correspond to Bi and Ai (according to the mapping a). We will 
assume that for some t - 1, the fragment S,+, is equivalent to the fragment 
s”;_, = AA&A; . . . B;_,/i_, 
where AiP1 is an initial fragment of Ai_, (for the sake of simplicity we assume that 
Ai_, = ii-,), and show that either, for some initial fragment A: of the f.g.r.e. A:, 
the expression S, is equivalent to 
s”: = A;&. . . A;_,B:A:, (4.4) 
or, for some initial fragment A, of the f.g.r.e. A,, 
5, = A&A, . . . &A, 
is equivalent to 
S; = Ah&A; . . . &A;. 
The general idea of the proof is the following. We assume some Assertion A 
(formulated below) to be satisfied for t - 1 and prove S = S’ and Assertion A to be 
satisfied for t. The necessary assertion now follows immediately. 
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The equivalence of S and S’ is proved as follows. Note first that for every 
f~ V,(S) n F,+,(S) and cp(f) E V,(S) n &+,(S’),f= p(f) by the lemma’s assump- 
tion. Using this equivalence we show that cp(f) -f for everyfE V,(S) that implies 
the equivalence S = S’. Briefly, we actually need to reduce checking of the equality 
p(f) =f for any f~ V,(S) to checking of the same equality for some f~ Fk+,(S). 
The main problem can be outlined as follows. Let, for example, (x:= z+)(ax+)* 
be a fragment offE V,(S). Computing ZI E F(f), we transform the fragment (ax+)* 
to some sequence, say a 5 a 6 a 7, which allows us to quite easily reconstruct 
the structure of the fragment (ax’)“. However, the operator (x := z+) disappears in 
the value v, and its action is reflected only on the initial value 5 of the value x. 
Thus, when the value v(P) and the value u(P) equal to v(P) are computed, the 
sequence of operators 
(X1 := PI), (x2:= Pz), . . . 3 (Xk := P&J (4.5) 
(where x = Xk and /.Li is Xi_,-atom) just before ax+ in the unfoldment p of P and 
the same sequence in the unfoldment Is’ of P’ can quite differ. Sequences (4.5) 
specify one value 5 for the variable ZI for equal given values v(f) and v(cp(f)). 
However, they can specify different values for other unfoldments off and q(f). 
On the other hand, our choice of a “very large” number (4.2) of unfoldments implies 
the following assertion: if sequences (4.5) in full unfoldments T of an expression 
f~ V,(S) and T’= cp( T) specify different numbers on equal positions in v(S) and 
v(q(f)), then for somefc Fk+r(S), q(f) E &+l(S’) and for some full unfoldments 
T of f and T’= p(T), the sequences (4.5) specify different numbers on equal 
positions in v(T) and v( T’); but this contradicts the lemma’s statement. 
Now we give the detailed proof. We start with some auxiliary notions. 
Let, for an arbitrary expression A, X(A) denote the set of all variables occurring 
in A. Further, let A be an f.g.r.e. containing no loop, and x is a variable. A sequence 
of operators 
(z, := P,), (z2 := I-Q), . . . , (zp := /ALP) (4.6) 
occurring in A is said to be (A, x)-determining iff 
(a) pL1 is either c E N, or a y-atom for some variable y; in the last case (4.6) is 
said to be (v, A, x)-determining; 
(b) every pi is a ai_,-atom for i> 1; 
(c) 5=x; 
(d) if /1, is a y-atom then there is no other operator (y := v) before (zr := p) in A; 
(e) there is no operator (xi := ZJ) between any (xi := pi) and (xi+, := pi+,) in A; 
(f) there is no operator (x := p) after (z, := p,,) in A. 
Obviously, an (A, x)-determining sequence actually assigns the value of the 
variable y or a constant to x. 
Now we represent an arbitrary loop I3, in a form 
((Q3 u (G) u * * . u (Q”n,))*; 
we also represent I?:, 1 G s G m in a similar way. 
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Now we introduce the basic notion of a t-connected pair of variables. Let x E X(S) 
and X’E X(S’). We call the pair (x, x’), t-connected of the first sort iff there is a 
sequence 
r = (Yo, Y&L (Y,, Y:), . *. , (Ye, Y:) (4.7) 
of pairs of variables yi E X(S) and y j E X( S’), 0 G i s e, where every pair differs from 
the previous one, (y,, ~2) = (x, x’) and there exist a l-unfoldment R of the expression 
B,A, . . . &A, (4.8) 
and corresponding l-unfoldment R’ = cp( R) of 
B:A: . . . BAA’,, 
such that R can be represented as 
R,R2. . . R, (4.10) 
and R’ can be represented as 
R;R;. . . R;, 
respectively, so that: 
(*) every Ri, 1 s i =S e, is a concatenation of A, and some l-unfoldments B,, 
t sjs m; the same assertion holds for RI, and cp(R,) = RI, 1 s is e; 
(**) there exist a sequence D,, II,, . . . , 0, of full unfoldments of R,, . . . , R, 
and the corresponding (according to cp) sequence 0; , Ilk,. . . ,DL of full unfold- 
mentsofR:,..., Rk such that there are an occurrence jje of ye in the last fragment 
G in D, corresponding to the last subword in R, equal to some A, or Qs, and an 
occurrence jjk of yb in the corresponding fragment G’ in D’ such that, when all 
assignments are deleted from D, . . . D, and 0; 0;. . . Db, je and yC have equal 
positions in the obtained expressions; besides, for every Rj and the corresponding 
word RI there are one and only one subword Q(j) in Rj and the corresponding 
subword Q’(j) = cp( Q(j)) in RI such that 
(1) Q(j) is either A,, or Qf for some sE{t, t-t1 ,..., m} and i~{1,2,. .., n,}; 
the same statement holds for Q’(j); 
(2) there is a (yj_r, H, y,)-determining sequence in the fragment H corresponding 
to Q(j) in the unfoldment Dj; if H = G then H stands for the fragment with the 
end y,; similarly, there is a (yj_, , H’, yj)-determining sequence in the fragment H’ 
corresponding to Q’(j) in the unfoldment 0:; 
(3) for every subword T in R, equal to either A,, or Qf and unequal to Q(j), if 
T lies to the left from Q(j) and there is a (yj_r , H, z)-determining sequence in the 
fragment H corresponding T in 4, then z = yj; and if T lies to the right from Q(j) 
and there is a (yj_, , H, z)-determining sequence in the corresponding H, then z = yj; 
the same conditions have to hold for Q’(j). 
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Commentary. Q(j) (and Q’(j), respectively) is just the element in R, that “delivers” 
the value of yj_1 to yj. 
The sequence r (see (4.7)) is said to be (x, x’)-truce if the 1st sort. 
Further, we call a pair (x, x’) r-connected of the 2nd sort iff there is a sequence 
(4.7) for it is such that all yi E X(S), 1 s i s e, all yi with a < i are equal to the empty 
word A for some a < i, all yj with i s a are variables in X(S), every pair (y,, y:) 
differs from the previous one, (y,, y:) = (x, x’) and there are a l-unfoldment R of 
the expression (4.8), the unfoldment R’= p(R) of (4.9) and their representations 
(4.10) and (4.11) such that (*) and (**) hold for them with the following changes: 
(2) and (3) are replaced by 
(2’) (2’a) if j < a then the conditions formulated in (2) have to hold only for Q(j); 
(2’b) if j = a then the conditions from (2) hold for Q(j), and the same conditions 
hold for Q’(j) with the following change: p, = c in the (I?, y,)-determining sequence 
(see (4.6)); 
(2’~) if j > a then (2) holds for Q(j) and Q’(j); 
(3’) (2’a) if j< a then (3) holds only for T in Rj; 
(3’b) if j = a and T in R, lies to the left of Q(j) then the conditions formulated 
in (3) have to hold only for H in 4; if T in R, lies to the right of Q(j) then the 
same conditions have to hold for H in 0, and H’ in D:; 
(3’b) if j > a then the conditions from (3) have to hold for T in R, and T’ in R( . 
Commentary. The difference between t-connected pairs of the 1st and 2nd sorts is 
the following: a value (a constant c E N) is assigned to the variable x’ in the 
unfoldment R’ which is not connected with values of the variables in the ini.tial 
fragment corresponding to the full unfoldment S:_, . 
The corresponding sequence r is called an (x, x’)-trace of the 2nd sort. 
A t-connected pair of the second sort for all y, with a < i equal to A and all 
y: E X(S’) is defined in a similar way. 
Finally, we call a pair (x, x’) t-connected of the 3rd sort iff the conditions in the 
2nd sort t-connected pair’s definition hold with the following changes: (y,,, y;) = 
(A, A), Q(1) is the first subword in R, and the (H, y,)-determining sequence (for 
H corresponding to Q( 1)) has to begin with (zr := c), c E N. 
The corresponding sequence r is called (x, x’)-trace of the 3rd sort. A t-connected 
pair of the 3rd sort for all yi in r with i < a equal to A and all yj E X(S) with i > 1 
is defined in a similar way. 
Now let r be any (x, x’)-trace (of any sort). The trace r is said to be standard 
iff all fragments 
(Yr, Yi), (Yz+l~ Yi+l), . . . 2 (Yj, Y;) (4.12) 
with (yi, yi) = (y/y yi) and (yr, y:) # (yrPI, y:_,), i < r < j, are different. 
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Let r be an arbitrary standard (x, x’)-trace. A pair of words (4.10), (4.11) is 
said to be the main pair for r iff R is a catenation of not more than e + 1 words 
A, and Qf. 
Note that an arbitrary (x, x’)-trace can be obtained from some standard r’ by an 
insertion of some fragments (4.12). The standard trace r’ is called in this case 
r-standard. 
Consider now some (x, x’)-trace r and a pair of words (4.10) and (4.11) satisfying 
the definition of a trace. We call a pair of words (Q, Q’) essential for r iff Q is 
either A, or QI for some S E {t, . . . , m}, Q’ is either cp(A,) or q(QI), respectively, 
Q is a subword in some Rj and Q’ is in the corresponding place in RI. 
Lemma 4.3. Let a pair (Q, Q’) be essential for some t-connected (x, x’)-trace r Then 
(Q, Q’) occurs in some pair of words main for some r-standard r’. 
Proof. Note first that if (Q, Q’) is essential for r, then there is a r-standard r’ such 
that (Q, Q!) is essential also for r’. Indeed, we always can reserve only one fragment 
(4.12) such that the corresponding pair (R;. . . R,, R: . . . Ri) contains (Q, Q’), and 
delete all other fragments of this type. 
Now let (4.10) and (4.11) be a pair of sequence corresponding to r’ where 
subwords Q and Q’ occur. For every pair (Rj, Rj) pick out the unique pair 
(Q(j), Q’(j)) (see the definition of (x, x’)-traces) that contain (yi_,, H, yj) and 
(yj_, , H’, yj)-determining sequences in their unfoldments H and H’, respectively. 
Now two cases are possible. First, the pair (Q, Q’) can be one of the pairs 
(Q(j), Q’(j)). In this case we reserve only subwords Q(j) and Q’(j), respectively, 
in every pair (R,, RI). Obviously, all the conditions in the definition of (x, x’)-traces 
hold for the pair of words (4.10) (4.11) we have obtained. The words (4.10) and 
(4.11) evidently contain just e subwords A, or Qf, 1 s s4 m + 1, in this case. 
Therefore, the pair of the sequences constructed above is main pair. 
In the second case the pair (Q, Q’) is equal to no pair (Q(j), Q’(j)). We reserve 
the pair (Q(j), Q’(j)) in every pair (R,, Rj) and the pair (Q, Q’) in some (Rj, Rj). 
Obviously, the necessary conditions hold for the pair of words (4.10), (4.11) we 
have obtained. The lemma is proved. 0 
Now let Q be a fragment of some l-unfoldment of a fragment (4.8) or (4.9). Let 
H be some full unfoldment of Q, and there is an (H, x)-determining sequence in 
H for a variable x. Then, if CL, (see (4.6)) has a value b E N then, for x, one can, 
evidently, define the value Zast(H, x, b) that is the last value x gets in H if /_L = b. 
We use below the function last(H, x, b) for constant values of b, so we will write 
simply Zast( H, x). 
Let us fix an initial fragment fiP1 of a value f E V(F,+,(S)) corresponding to the 
initial fragment S,_, of the expression S. Let g,+, be the corresponding fragment of 
g E V(&+,(S’)). 
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose that a pair of subwords (Q, Q’), where Q is either A, or Qf and 
Q’ = cp( Q), respectively, occurs in a pair of subwords ( Rj, RI) of some main pair (R, R’) 
for some standard (x, x’)-trace IY Then there exists a constant d E N such that, for 
any full unfoldments E and E’= cp( E) of words R and R’ and corresponding unfold- 
ments H and H’ = cp( H) of subwords Q and Q’, when the initial fragments f ‘E V(P) 
and g’E V(P’) extending&, and g,_, and corresponding to the unfoldments E and 
E’, respectively, are computed: 
(1) if r is an (x, x’)-trace of thefirst sort then: 
(la) if (Q, Q’) occurs to the left from (Q(j), Q’(j)) in (Rj, RI) then 
last(H, Y~_~)- last(H, y:_,) = d; (4.13) 
(lb) if (Q, Q’) is (Q(j), Q’(j)) or occurs to the right from (Q(j), Q’(j)), then 
last(H, yj) - last(H, yJ) = d; (4.14) 
(2) if r is a trace of the 2nd sort then let c be a constant assigned to yh in the 
unfoldment Rb (see the definition of (x, x’)-traces of the 2nd sort); then 
(2a) ifj < a and Q occurs to the left from Q(j) in R, then 
last( H, yj_,) - c = d; (4.15) 
(2b) if j < a and Q is Q(j) or lies to the right from Q(j) then 
last(H, yj_,) - c = d; (4.16) 
(2~) if j = a and Q lies to the left from Q(j) then 
last(H, yj_l)-c=d; (4.17) 
(2d) ifj = a and (Q, Q’) is (Q(j), Q’(j)) or lies to the right then 
last(H, y,)-last(H’, yj) = d; (4.18) 
(2e) ifj > a and (Q, Q’) lies to the left (Q(j), Q’(j)) then 
last(H, Y~_~)- last(H’, yj-,) = d; (4.19) 
(2f) ifj > a and (Q, Q’) is (Q(j), Q’(j)) or lies to the right then 
last(H, yj)-last(H’, y,!)=d; (4.20) 
(3) tfr is a trace of the 3rd sort and c is a constant assigned toy’ in the unfoldment 
R’ then (2a)-(2f) hold. 
Proof. We will handle only the first sort trace case. For the other cases the proof 
is similar. 
The main fact we intent to use is the following. If the conditions of the lemma 
hold then there are an element 7~ Fktl(S) and the element g = q(f) E F,+,(S) 
equivalent to f such that f and g are initial fragments of some values v(T) and 
v(g), and some pair of fragments R in 7 and R’ in g is the main pair for r and 
the given pair (x, x’). 
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Indeed, let r be a standard (x, x’)-trace. No fragment (4.12) occurs more than 
once in r, so, evidently, the number e of elements (yj, yJ) in r is not larger than 
u !, where u is the number of various fragments (4.2). Further, it is clear that 
uc((C+1)‘)!, 
since the number of various y, and y,; is bounded by the number C + 1. Hence the 
length e of the sequence r is bounded by the number 
Therefore, there exists a main pair (R, R’) satisfying the necessary conditions. 
Because of the definitions of Fk+,(S) and &+,(S’), there exists a main pair (R, R’) 
that contains the pair of subwords (Q, Q’) mentioned in the lemma. 
Let 
R=T,T2... T,+,, R’ = T; T: . . . T;,, , 
whereTi,1~i~e+l,isequaltoA,orQ~~,andT~=~(T,),1~i~e+l(RandR’ 
can also contain e subwords of this kind; this case can be handled in a similar way). 
Let (Q, Q’) = (T,, Ti) for some i. Suppose first that (Q, Q’) = (Q(j), Q’(j)) for some 
j (for the sake of simplicity we assume that j = i). Choose for T, with j > i and TI, 
respectively, full unfoldments 0, and 0: such that (y,, D,+, . . . D,,, , y,) and 
(y:, D:+1 . . . Db+l, yb)-determining sequence occur in D D,+, . . . II,+, and 
01+1 . . . x+, , respectively. Obviously, if we compute the values corresponding to 
these full unfoldments then the difference between the values of p, in the 
(y,, D,+, , y,+,)-determining sequence and in the (y:, Dl+,, y:+,)-determining 
sequence has to be equal to a constant d independent of the choice of unfoldments 
Dj, D.J for j s i. Indeed, otherwise Yp and 7: can have different values for some 
unfoldments 0, and Dj of the words T, and Tj, respectively, for j s i. However, 
the lengths of the words D,, . . . , D,_, and D{, . . . , D:_, have to be equal when 
assignment operators are deleted (otherwise the values corresponding to 
D,, . . . , D,,, and D{, . . . , Db+, should have different lengths) so values of x and 
x’ having equal positions in an element ~1 E V(F,+,(S)) and in U’E V(P) equal to 
ZI, respectively, will have different values. The contradiction proves our assertion. 
The case when (Q, Q’) is not (Q(j), Q’(j)) can be handled in a similar way. The 
lemma is proved. 0 
Now we can show that either S, _ s”: (see (4.4)) or s’, = S:. To prove it assume 
that the following assertion holds for any fixed number f - 1. 
Assertion A. For every t-connected pair (x,x’) of variables of the 1st sort, the 
difference between the last values of y, and y{ corresponding to the trace r in the 
fragments of value fr-, E V(S,_,) and g,_, = cp(f,_,) E V(Si-,) does not depend on 
the choice of fr_, (and therefore, g,_,). Similarly, for every t-connected pair of the 
2nd sort the last value of y,(or y;) in the fragment f,_,(g,_,) does not depend on 
the choice of f;_-l(g,_l). In particular, the numbers mentioned above are the same 
for ft-, E V(K+,(S,-,)) and g,-, E V(F,+,(S:-,)). 
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Assume now that f# g for some f~ V(S) with the initial fragment J_r E V(S,_,) 
and g = p(f) E V(S) with the initial fragment cp(f;_,) = g,_,. Then there are a 
l-unfoldment R of S,, for some p 2 r, its full unfoldment E and corresponding (in 
the sense of cp) l-unfoldment R’ of the expression SL and its full unfoldment E’ 
such that, the fragments f’ and g’ of the values f and g corresponding to them are 
not equal (for the sake of simplicity we assume that p = t). Note that, for every pair 
(Q, 0’) of elements Q E {Q: , . . . , Qt} and Q’ = cp( Q), the lengths of their full 
unfoldments (when assignment operators are deleted) evidently have to be equal. 
Therefore, there exists a pair (x, x’) of variables x E X(S) and X’E X( S’) such that 
they are t-connected, a trace r corresponds to the unfoldments E and E’, but the 
values of x = je and x’ = jb in f’ and g’ (see the definition of t-connected pairs) are 
not equal. It means that, for some pair of subwords Q E {Q: , . . . , QL} and Q’= cp( Q) 
in R and R’, respectively, at least one of the equalities (4.13)-(4.20) corresponding 
to the given sort of t-connectedness fails. On the other hand, a r-standard trace r’ 
exists apparently for the pair (x, x’) such that the corresponding pair (Q, 0’) is a 
pair in a main pair of words for r’. Therefore, in view of Lemma 4.4 the above 
equality has to hold for (0, Q’). The contradiction we have obtained proves our 
assertion. Hence,4 = g. 
So, assuming the validity of Assertion A for t - 1 we have proved the equivalence 
of S and S’. Then, clearly, either S, = S:, or S, = S: for some s”: or 2,. Now it is not 
difficult to see that the validity of the assertion follows from Lemma 4.4 also for t 
(if we consider S, and 5: or S,, S:, respectively). Now we easily obtain the equivalence 
of S and S’. Lemma 4.2 is proved. 0 
The equivalence of the programs P and P’ easily follows from the lemma if the 
equality F(P) = F(P’) is taken into account. The theorem is proved. 0 
The following example of two equivalent but not similar programs 
P, : (x := 0, y := O)((xf) u (y+))*xy 
P* : (x := 0, y := O)((x+) u (x+(y+)*))* 
U((Y’) u (Y+(x+)*)*)*xY 
shows that programs with quite different structures can be equivalent. Thus the 
problem whether complete sets exist for arbitrary programs seems to be very complex. 
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